FALL 2021
AND HOW ARE THE CHILDREN?

Each school year, I choose a theme to unite and inspire the Change Inc. team in their work to build community and to focus our
efforts given the myriad of challenges in today’s world. This year our theme is “…and how are the children?”
Traditionally, and still heard today, the Masai tribe of Africa greet one another with the question, “…and how are the children
(Kasserian Ingera)?” The response of “all the children are well” communicates that the tribe is well enough to ensure that the
young are safe and cared for. Change Inc., in adopting this sentiment as the theme of the year, is embracing the Masai belief
that taking care of the children is the best way to care for the overall well-being of the community.
Today, community well-being is being challenged by five major crises – healthcare system overload, economic uncertainty, the
political polarization, civil unrest and social justice, and the climate crisis. To persevere in spite of the churn and chaos
surrounding us, we are intentionally centering the well-being of children as our focus this year. In this newsletter, you will read
about some of the ways that caring adults are making a difference in the lives of children and youth.
Sincerely,
Jody Nelson, Ed.D., LMFT
Executive Director

VACCINE CONFIDENCE

Every day, more and more Minnesotans are being vaccinated
against COVID-19, but state and nationwide concerns have
been growing that the access of information and the
distribution of vaccines may not be equitable for underserved
communities. In December 2020, Change Inc. was awarded
grants from the CDC Foundation and FEMA to help address
some of the root causes of this problem. As a well-connected
member of the Latinx/Hispanic, Hmong, Karen, and Somali
communities in Minnesota, Change Inc.’s Cultural and
Community Outreach Advocate, Adriana Galvan leads our
Vaccine Confidence program. Kids and families in these
communities are at risk of under-vaccination due to cultural,
linguistic, and technological barriers.

To help break down barriers, Adriana serves on the
Minnesota Department of Health’s Cultural Community
Advisory Network to assist in the distribution of reliable
information in the prevention of COVID-19. This includes
advocating for resources to be offered in multiple languages,
specific hotlines dedicated to different communities,
increased community testing sites, and making the
registration process for vaccines more friendly to English
language learners. Also in partnership with MDH and fellow
community- organizations, Change Inc. participates in
culturally relevant informational presentations tailored to
each community. During these presentations, reliable
science-based information regarding vaccines is explained to
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combat misinformation and myth campaigns. Resources
concerning available services are also shared, including the
follow-up services offered by Adriana and other advocates in
these networks. These include a wide range of services such as
interpretation and translation, help registering for vaccine
appointments, internet, and computer access, and accessing
COVID-19 tests. Recently, Adriana led informational
sessions to explain how children could safely return to school
and what safety protocols would be followed by districts.
Adriana is now working on a PSA in Spanish to help spread
the message that getting vaccinated is important in
protecting children, especially until the FDA approves
vaccines for younger age groups. Keep an eye out for the
PSA in the next few weeks, but until then, you can watch

Adriana discuss vaccine safety with Dr. Nathan Chomilo
(MD, FAAP) for the Minnesota Department of Health by
clicking the picture above.

FEEDING FAMILIES WITH OUR COMMUNITY PARTNERS

A primary concern when schools first switched to distance learning was the risk of increased food insecurity for students. Since
98% of GAP School students rely on the free and reduced meals from school, meal distribution was a priority as we transitioned
to distance learning in March 2020. Kathy Rappos, School Nutrition Manager, led the staff collaborative effort to assemble and
deliver weekly meal bundles to all students. Staff from areas throughout Change Inc. helped pack bundles and drive them across
the metro throughout the entirety of distance learning. As we began safely opening to hybrid service delivery, students picked up
their weekly bundles, also using this time to check in with their teachers and wave from afar.
The meal bundles were filled with pantry staples like rice and beans but also overflowing with fresh produce, thanks to our local
community partners. Longtime partner, West Side Farmer’s Market (WSFM), selected GAP School as one of their donation
recipients. Customers at the weekly farmer’s market can donate both money and purchased produce to GAP School. Farmers
and vendors are also able to donate their produce and food at the end of each day. We have received overwhelming support due
to these efforts, with an average weekly donation of 75+ pounds of food each week.
Meal bundles also featured locally sourced produce from Sin Fronteras Farm & Food. This summer, GAP School served as a
pickup location for their Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) program. Their CSA is the first to market a culturally
appropriate CSA to Latinx households in the Twin Cities. They also offer a variety of payment and barter options to make their
CSA accessible to community members. Thanks to these two
partnerships, GAP School not only was able to offer produce-packed meal
bundles to students but also to our wider community. Via flyers, word of
mouth, and featured on a statewide app, GAP School marketed food
bundles to all families needing assistance. Since March 2020, we have
provided over 23,000 meals to 350+ community members.

GAP School staff, Estrella Hernandez Garcia and Paw Ku
packing meal bundles with fresh produce from our partners.

We are happy to be back to in-person breakfast and lunch services and
grateful for our continuing partnerships with WSFM and Sin Fronteras.
WSFM is hoping to expand its charitable efforts to support more local
organizations. They are currently seeking grants to support this initiative.
Sin Fronteras is working towards offering an incubator program for other
Indigenous farmers and farmers of color and provide a retreat and learning
center. You can learn more about these partners and support their efforts
at sinfronterasfarm.com and westsidefarmersmarket.net.
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MAKING RELATIVES

Richard “Rich” Garland starts each day greeting students as
they arrive at American Indian Magnet School (AIMS) in
Saint Paul. He describes his day-to-day work as “making
relatives.” Rich leads a team of five Community Cultural
Specialists called ‘navigators’ within seven schools throughout
Saint Paul, they connect with students and offer 1:1
engagements to provide social and emotional support.
Sometimes students come directly to the navigators after
meeting them in the school hallways or lunchrooms, but
other times the navigators are brought in by school staff for
crisis intervention. Richard explains that they approach both
circumstances with humility and a focus on healing. First and
foremost, they are there to listen to and learn from the
student. By doing so, they build a foundation of trust.
Navigators then speak with the student’s family, whatever
form that takes; parents, grandparents, foster parents, etc.
Richard says they try and frame these conversations as
“Here’s the good- and here’s the challenge… We have to
provide a sense of hope. A sense of love.” Often, navigators
find that families struggle to trust the school or surrounding
systems due to experiencing institutional forms of oppression.
The navigators apply their experience-based cultural and
community knowledge to help develop trust between the
family and the school. Richard says it takes skill and balance
to do this job of navigating between the student, family, and
the school and its staff. But once a connection is formed, all
those involved can work together to ensure the student
receives the support they need to succeed in school.
Richard and the other navigators continue to see the impact
of COVID-19 in the challenges faced by students. Students

Richard Garland on the left, with other staff members Corey Byrd,
Mitch Walking Elk and Steve Floyd.

come to them frustrated asking “Am I failing?” because of the
stress of falling behind during distance learning. Or they
come to navigators for information regarding the COVID-19
vaccine and discuss whose choice it is for them to get
vaccinated. And in the most extreme cases, students come to
them for help regulating through the loss of life of a loved
one. Richard notes the uniqueness of supporting students
through this crisis that he and the navigators are also surviving
at the same time. He is purposeful in extending the same
approach he applies with students of listening, learning, and
loving to his staff. He believes that as they offer support and
healing to each other, they can then give that energy to
students. Hopefully, this energy allows one more student to
become like a “relative” and receive the support they need to
help them succeed in school.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS
#GTMD21 is one week away!

On November 18th, you can join Change Inc. in asking, "And
how are the children?"
Your support on Give to the Max Day will directly support our
work to improve the lives and futures of our young, and, by
doing so, lift us all. We value your support in all forms; please
share us with your friends and family or donate if you are able.
Follow us by clicking the social media icons below and donate,
here.
THANK YOU!
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